Orders

What are Your Orders, Sir?
by Brendan B. McBreen
The way we issue orders is not the way we teach orders. Every day, around the world, Marine
leaders issue clear orders. Marine units execute these orders. As professionals, we emphasize
correct tactical language and precise communications.
The corporal says: “We’re will search every vehicle in order to stop any VBIED from getting inside
the compound.” The staff sergeant says: “We need to block this intersection in order to protect the
airfield from insurgent vehicles.” The lieutenant says: “1st Platoon will clear the west side of the
village in order to prevent snipers from firing on the convoys.” The captain says: “Alpha Company
will seize the apartment building, objective two-zero, in order to control the downtown avenues of
approach.”
These sentences, and the deliberate sentences that follow them, are orders. You have heard them,
and you have issued your own, in combat, contingencies, deployments, and training. What are your
most effective orders techniques? Where are they taught? How should Marine leaders best issue
orders under pressure, in combat? These are important skills for any military organization. But our
actual practices—what we do out there in the dirt—conflict with our doctrine and our training.
Why is what we teach so far removed from what we do?
3/7 Iraqi Freedom Operations and Training AAR
Excerpted from Enclosure (4)
1. Topic.

Centralized planning decentralized execution.

a. Discussion. The Battalion spent the better part of six
months developing, wargaming, rehearsing, writing, and rewriting
the plan for the first twenty-four hours of the campaign. One
spurious intelligence report (see reference (b)) nearly
invalidated all of this work. There was almost no planning time
spent on anything that was to occur thereafter. Further, enemy
action, internal friction, and challenging weather patterns
precluded detailed OPORDs, rehearsals, and brief-backs from
occurring. Most frequently, commanders at all levels in the
Battalion found themselves receiving higher headquarters
instructions over the radio, jotting down these FRAGOs in
notebooks, and briefing their plan, again, over the radio. When
time was available to gather key leaders for a face-to-face
brief, the sheer exhaustion of commanders and staff members
operating 24-hours per day, constantly on the move made the
lengthy, formal briefs practiced in peace-time ineffective.
(1) Most of the staff was unused to writing clear,
succinct FRAGOs, issuing those orders over the radio, and
dealing effectively with the inevitable questions that arose.
(2) Because so many plans were written in a timeconstrained, information starved environment, the integration of
certain staff functions initially suffered.
(3) The lack of formal brief-back and rehearsal time
prevented the Battalion from using the centralized control of
fires and maneuver that are a by-product of the fires
deconfliction and integration syllabus taught by the Tactical
Training Exercise Control Group.
(4) The enemy did not present significant maneuver forces
that would be susceptible to preplanned fires. Except for
identified regime infrastructure and enemy tactical vehicles –
most of which were abandoned – the enemy paramilitary forces his
within urban terrain and never presented a lucrative target on
which to mass fires.
(5) Towards the end of offensive operations, the Battalion
Staff had gained significant skills in rapid development,
issuance, and executions of simple, decentralized, violent
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Afghanistan, 2021. Last month, I talked to a Marine officer, a unit commander, who had issued
orders on the tarmac at Kabul airfield during the evacuation. He described his orders process, built
on the real-world techniques he had learned and practiced over the years. In a chaotic, rapidly
changing situation, with only verbal guidance from his own commander, and almost no time for
analysis or preparation, he issued verbal orders from outline notes to a mixed unit of Marines and
British soldiers.1 Just like he had trained himself to do. Using practical methods he had shared and
discussed with leaders across the Marine Corps.2 But not like our schools had trained him to do.
Iraq, 2003. Two decades ago, our commanders in Iraq said the same thing. After six months
preparing for the first 24 hours, most leaders were unprepared for the dynamic orders process
required during the march up to Baghdad: multiple orders per day, received and issued principally
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on the radio, using only hand-written notes. Our schools and our doctrine had not prepared them for
this. One battalion’s Operations Iraqi Freedom (OIF) after-action report (AAR) observed:
“Peacetime… training…should move away from a detailed plan that relies on perfect
situational awareness and focus on… a chaotic, information-starved environment.”
“During training, the issuance of orders, conduct of rehearsal, and receipt of brief-backs
should be conducted over the radio. Tactical decision game training for scenarios at the
company level… should require (orders) to be briefed… over the radio.3
From the beginning to the end of OIF and OEF, with thousands of orders issued, our combatexperienced leaders have pointed out the same fact: We need more realistic training and doctrine on
orders.
What We Teach
Marine Corps training handouts generally recommend throwing everything into an order, as if the
order was a soup pot overflowing with a hundred random ingredients. Students are given lists and
lists of every possible item that might go into an order, and then warned that their orders need to be
“complete.” Nowhere do we discuss what to leave out. The same is true for our training standards.
The Basic School (TBS) provides baseline orders training for officers of every MOS. These lessons
follow Marines throughout their careers, particularly since orders are not emphasized in later
schools. But the current 31-page TBS orders handout is a confusing mishmash of instructions, illdefined terms, mnemonic acronyms, and lists of mandated items to put into the order.4 Lieutenants
are not provided with any example orders or practical real-world processes.
The orders handouts for the Staff Non-Commissioned Officer (SNCO) Academy, College of
Enlisted Military Education (CEME), are largely the same, with entire sections copied from the
poorly-written TBS handouts.

TBS Student Handout

TBS Instructor Guide

SOI Student Handout

At each School of Infantry (SOI), the Infantry Small Unit Leaders Course (ISULC) teaches orders
to infantry NCOs. Their 32-page student handout for orders is overwhelming—essentially a long
checklist of recommended items to pack into a squad-level order. There are no examples and no
instructions on what information is needed for what types of missions. The performance checklist is
140 lines, including 21 lines for the situation paragraph alone.5
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Earlier this year, a sergeant sent me his final ISULC order where he directed a squad to occupy a
patrol base. It was ten pages of computer-printed text, an absurd product that could never be
produced in the field. And all this for a straightforward task that any experienced NCO would
accomplish with a few sentences and a hand gesture.
The instructors who put together these student handouts, and the commanders who sign them, are
not to blame. They have no useful references. Our curriculum is generated from doctrine, and our
doctrine on orders is terrible.
What We Publish
Our orders doctrine is awful. None of our infantry manuals—all updated within the last three
years—explain how to issue an actual order:
NONE includes an example of an order. NONE includes a single sentence of an example.
NONE specifies who does what and when to produce an order.
NONE explains parallel planning and the orders process between echelons.
NONE discusses orders for different types of operations or different environments.
NONE includes a realistic, annotated orders template.

MCRP 3-10A.2 Infantry Company
4 April 2018

MCIP 3-10A.3i Marine Infantry Platoon
10 June 2019

MCRP 3-10A.4 Marine Rifle Squad
7 August 2020

MCRP 3-10A.2 Infantry Company Operations is the worst of the three. The company commander
is a key leader on the battlefield—directing complex tactical evolutions with attached units, indirect
fires, and air—yet this manual provides almost nothing on the critical skill of how to produce a
company order.6
Instead, the manual is infected with operational-level terms and irrelevant Marine Corps Planning
Process (MCPP) concepts. The manual directs that company-level OPTs conduct an unexplained
“abbreviated version” of MCPP, generating useless LOE, MOP, MOE, COG, COA, and DST. But
MCPP does not apply at the company level.7 OPTs are not a company-level concept.8 Companies
are told to produce battalion-level IPB products.9 Eight pages discuss operational design.
Multiple sentences imply that a published order, with appendices, is expected from the company.
This is unrealistic. The manual includes NO guidance on how to conduct a rehearsal, NO appendix
with a company orders format, and NO example of a completed company order.
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MCIP 3-10A.3i Marine Infantry Platoon states helpfully that platoon orders are “normally issued
verbally” (page 57), but contains NO example orders and NO explanation of the orders process.10
MCRP 3-10A.4 Marine Rifle Squad also provides very little guidance on orders. This omission is
especially bad in a manual intended for both infantry small unit leaders and units serving as
provisional infantry. Our junior leaders, with the least experience and training, should be getting the
most guidance and the clearest examples of how to issue orders in combat. In the Figure C-4
template, fully half the entries should never be included in a squad order, or a platoon or a company
order: references, annexes, distribution lists, official signatures, and time zones.11
What is to be Done
•

The most important step is to rewrite our manuals. Rewrite the orders chapters for the squad,
platoon, and company infantry manuals. We need to see example orders: sentences for different
types of missions in different types of environments. Recommend techniques for how to copy an
order in the field, make an estimate, draw a sketch, and issue an order—using hand-written
notes. These pen and paper processes are combat skills that should be explained. Recommend
techniques for the orders process, how orders are passed from one echelon to the next,
especially when time is short. Our doctrine should focus on the nuts and bolts of the orders
process, the actual steps in the field that reflect real-world practices. The Marine Corps needs
better doctrine on orders.

•

Rewrite the T&R standards for orders.12 An effective order is not the longest order, nor the
order that matches an exhaustive checklist of a hundred items. Our standards need to reflect
combat scenarios, with time and information limitations. “Given a platoon defensive order,
write a squad order, including a CONOPS sketch, using pen and paper, in 30 minutes.” The
Marine Corps needs better standards on orders.

•

Rewrite student handouts for orders. Rewrite the exercises and the evaluation criteria to reflect
the real world. Forbid computer preparation of orders. Train to the Kabul Airport example—a
combat standard, with limited time, limited information, written notes, and verbal orders.
Eliminate the concept of a “complete order”—there is no such thing. Assign orders for noninfantry units. Some instructors advocate that we should teach the long, elaborate orders format
so that our students can later develop their own shorthand techniques. But we should train like
we fight. The Marine Corps needs better training on orders.

•

Conduct a study on actual orders issued at the company level. Collect examples of company,
platoon, and squad orders issued to real Marine units. Observe and record unit leaders in
contingencies and combat. What kind of orders are issued? What skills are displayed? What
tactics, techniques, and procedures are used? The Marine Corps needs to capture actual
orders practices, so we can train like we fight.

The Marine Corps is not a draftee organization desperate for overly-detailed directions. As longservice professionals, serving in well-trained, cohesive units, our orders process should reflect our
shared doctrine, experience, and understanding of our commander’s intent. Why do our orders not
reflect our tactical abilities?
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Marines need to be taught to issue concise and effective orders. We need to assume competence,
trust our subordinates, focus on the essential, and not waste time on the trivial. Our orders in
combat—unlike artificial classroom exercises—must be precise, mission-specific, doctrinallycorrect, and well-understood. Precision language is more important that precision weapons.
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